Panel 1.
New Norms, New Knowledge: Gender Innovation in Political Science (with RC19)

*Schedule:* 22-07-2018 | 15:30 – 17:15 | Foyer / Door 1/4-T08
*Official panel code:* RC33.03
*Convenor:* Prof. Marian Sawyer
*Chair:* Prof. Louise Chappell
*Co-Chair:* Prof. Marian Sawyer
*Discussants:* Prof. Sarah Childs & Prof. Fiona Mackay

*Papers:*
- Dr. Sonia Palmieri, “From Feminist Institutionalism to Gender Sensitive Parliaments”
- Dr. Monica Costa & Prof. Marian Sawyer, ”The Thorny Path to a More Inclusive Discipline”
- Prof. Manon Tremblay, ”Uncovering the Gendered Effects of Voting Systems”
- Dr. Merrindahl Andrew, ”What Feminist Research has Contributed to Social Movement Studies: Questions of Actors, Temporality, Repertoire and Movement-building”

Panel 2.
Political Science and Politics: Comparative Perspectives on Disciplinary Autonomy

*Schedule:* 24-07-2018 | 09:00 – 10:45 | Mezzanine / M8
*Official panel code:* RC33.04
*Convenor:* Dr. Thibaud Boncourt
*Chair:* Prof. Emily Hauptmann
*Discussant:* Dr. Paulo Ravecca & Dr. Thibaud Boncourt

*Papers:*
- Dr. Víctor Manuel Alarcón Olguín, ”The Nature of Political Science in Early Mexican Political Scientists, 1950-1980”
- Dr. John Feng, ”The International Political Science Association and Cross-Strait Relations in the 1980s”
- Dr. Clyde Barrow, ”The Entrepreneurial Intellectual in the Corporate University”
- Dr. Tomasz Pugacewicz, ”Between the Center and the Periphery: A Comparison of Ludwik Ehrlich’s Theoretical Concepts with American-British International Relations in the First Half of the Twentieth Century”
- Dr. Chetan Singai, ”Revisiting the Contours of the Discipline of International Relations: Perspectives from the Global South”

RC33 Business Meeting.

*Schedule:* 24-07-2018 | 11:00 - 12:45 | Foyer / Merivales Boardroom 1

Panel 3.
Roundtable. Critical Theory in Political Science: an Uninhabitable Home (?)

*Schedule:* 24-07-2018 | 15:30 – 17:15 | Mezzanine / M8
*Official panel code:* RC33.02
*Convenor:* Dr. Paulo Ravecca
*Chair:* Dr. Paulo Ravecca
*Discussants:* Dr. Laura Shepherd & Dr. Robert Adcock
Speakers:
- Dr. Ivan Manokha, "Academic Parrêsia as Resistance to Mainstream Political Science"
- Dr. Amparo Menendez-Carrion, "Revisiting Citizenship, Cultural Capital, and Public Space. Reclaiming the Idea of the Polis. An Exercise in Critical Theory"
- Dr. Paulo Ravecca, "The Politics of Political Science: Rewriting Latin American Experiences"
- Prof. Cynthia Enloe, "Why Does Feminism Give Political Science Indigestion?"
- Dr. Nick Dorzweiler, " 'Not...Effete Matters, but Very Practical Ones': Normative Political Theory and the Search for Political Significance"

Panel 4.
The Rise and Fall of Paradigms in Political Science
Schedule: 25-07-2018 | 11:00 – 12:45 | Mezzanine / M7
Official panel code: RC33.06
Convenor: Dr. Thibaud Boncourt
Chair: Dr. Robert Adcock
Discussant: Prof. Emily Hauptmann

Papers:
- Prof. Marian Simms, "Barriers to Innovation in Political Science Research, especially in the Anglo sphere"
- Dr. Thibaud Boncourt, "Institutionalization of a Paradigm. How Behavioralism Became Dominant at the European University Institute."
- Prof. Ruth Zimmerling, "Lost in Psychology?: On the Rise and Fall of the Rational-Choice Approach in Political Science"
- Prof. Emily Hauptmann, "The Reshaping of Political Science in the 20th century Research University"
- Prof. Nancy Wright, "Political Science and United Nations Peace Operations: Seeking the True Source of Change"

Panel 5.
Roundtable. Political Science for the 21st Century: Topic-Driven and Publicly Engaged?
Schedule: 25-07-2018 | 17:30 – 19:15 | Foyer / Door 1/4-T03
Official panel code: RC33.05
Convenor: Prof. Marian Sawer
Chair: Prof. Marian Sawer

Speakers:
- Prof. Matthew Flinders
- Dr. Leslie A. Pal
- Prof. Dianne Pinderhughes
- Dr. Rainer Eisfeld